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Where Could My Unicorns Be?: A Fun Where's Wally Style Book For 2 5 Year Olds
Michael Kurland's 'The Unicorn Girl' is a novel about a magical world, half-mystical, half-historic, half-imaginary. Three halves, you ask, isn't that impossible? Of course it it. That's why it's magical. It is a lost world, too, a lost world called The Sixties. You hold in your hands the one, the only, the original Unicorn Girl. It's time to slip an old Harper's Bizarre or Strawberry Alarm Clock LP onto the
turntable, pour yourself a glass of cheap wine, take off your shoes, and put up your feet. Then set fire to a little Maui wowee (if you're so inclined -- don't tell anybody I encouraged you to break the law) and settle in for a trip to a wonderful half-real, half-imaginary era with Michael Kurland and the Unicorn Girl. -- Richard A. Lupoff, from the Introduction
From bestselling authors Maggie Stiefvater and Jackson Pearce comes the second installment in a series bursting with magical creatures, whimsical adventures, and quirky illustrations. Some things Pip and Tomas will find when dealing with unicorns:SHOW-OFFS STAMPEDES MYSTERYA UNICORN WHO'S AFRAID OF EVERYTHINGSome things Pip and Tomas will not find when dealing with
unicorns:PEACE AND QUIETPip Bartlett has a way with magical creatures. But even she's challenged by Regent Maximus, a unicorn who's afraid of everything. With the help of her friend Tomas, Pip has to get Regent Maximus ready for a big unicorn competition-even if Regent Maximus would rather do anything than compete. Making matters worse, someone mysterious is trying to win the
competition by cheating-and if Pip and Tomas don't stop the bad things from happening, it's not only Regent Maximus who'll have reason to be afraid.
What if you could save Unicorn Island? Unicorn Academy is back in this brand-new magical subseries about the environment, where everyone is paired with their very own unicorn! Readers will love the eco-friendly themes in this spin-off of the wildly popular Unicorn Academy series! Lily is so excited to start Unicorn Academy and learn how to be a guardian of Unicorn Island! She and her
unicorn, Feather, can't wait to make friends and keep the island safe. But then strange purple tornadoes begin hitting villages around the school. Can Lily and Feather stop the tornadoes and save Unicorn Academy? Don't miss any books in this magical series! #1: Lily and Feather #2: Phoebe and Shimmer #3: Zara and Moonbeam
A perfect gift for the unicorn lovers in your life, this lovely and utterly transporting picture book tells the story of what every little girl wishes would happen to her: a girl finds and takes care of a lost baby unicorn. Margaret's whole world changes when her family moves to a cottage by the sea to be near her grandma. One evening, Margaret spots a mist over the water. No, that's not
mist...clouds maybe? No, they're unicorns descending onto the shore! They vanish as quickly as they'd appeared, but accidentally leave behind a baby, tangled in the weeds. Margaret, lonely and in need of a friend, brings him home and cares for him through the fall and winter. Together, they chase the waves, stomp on frozen puddles, and build snow unicorns. When spring finally comes
around, and the other unicorns return, Margaret's takes her small friend back to his family... but these two won't forget one another. And though Margaret misses him, she has made a new friend, and her new cottage is starting to feel like home. With all the feel of a classic, here is a picture book young readers will want to revisit again and again.
Ascending with the Higher Angelic Realms
Margaret's Unicorn
Battle of the Legends Series
A Mountain Lion - Unicorn Shifter Reverse Harem Paranormal Romance
The Unicorn Girl
The Enchanting Escapades of Phoebe and Her Unicorn
What if your best friend was a unicorn? Chapter book readers are flocking to this magical series, where everyone is paired with their very own unicorn! Imagine a school where you meet your own unicorn and have amazing adventures together! That's what happens for the girls at Unicorn Academy on
beautiful Unicorn Island. Ariana loves her unicorn, Whisper, but hopes that their differences don't get in the way of their bond. When all the animals start to leave the Verdant Forest, Ariana and Whisper will need to gather all their courage and work together to help protect their friends and
bring the animals home. Fans of Rainbow Magic, Purrmaids, and Princess Ponies will love this new chapter book series about the magic of bonding with your own unicorn. Be sure to read all the books in this magical series! Don't miss any books in the magical new spin-off series, Unicorn Academy
Nature Magic!
Sherlock Holmes agrees to solve the greatest mystery of all time: What ever became of the very first Unicorn? Along the way he encounters an eccentric inventor who claims that his invention simply walked out of the lab, a Scotsman whose lochs have somehow vanished, a mysterious lady in search
of a missing journal, an ages old, secret society involved in Alchemy, Astronomy, and Horology, and more.
A collections of stories, poems and folklore from a variety of sources about the origins and unique characteristics of the unicorn.
A tour de force of history and imagination, The Lady and the Unicorn is Tracy Chevalier’s answer to the mystery behind one of the art world’s great masterpieces—a set of bewitching medieval tapestries that hangs today in the Cluny Museum in Paris. They appear to portray the seduction of a
unicorn, but the story behind their making is unknown—until now. Paris, 1490. A shrewd French nobleman commissions six lavish tapestries celebrating his rising status at Court. He hires the charismatic, arrogant, sublimely talented Nicolas des Innocents to design them. Nicolas creates havoc
among the women in the house—mother and daughter, servant, and lady-in-waiting—before taking his designs north to the Brussels workshop where the tapestries are to be woven. There, master weaver Georges de la Chapelle risks everything he has to finish the tapestries—his finest, most intricate
work—on time for his exacting French client. The results change all their lives—lives that have been captured in the tapestries, for those who know where to look. In The Lady and the Unicorn, Tracy Chevalier weaves fact and fiction into a beautiful, timeless, and intriguing literary
tapestry—an extraordinary story exquisitely told.
A Contemporary Fantasy Lesfic Mythological Animals Story
Be My Unicorn
Sherlock Holmes and the Mystery of the First Unicorn
Find Your Inner Unicorn
Raising Unicorns
The Unicorn Herd

Control of all triads rests on ownership of the ancient unicorn. Priests decree the true owner is recorded in memoirs of an American Andrew Goodwest. Lily Shan unravels the true owner by reading the memoirs. She finds much more and understands China better by reading about Andrew's finding of Hong Kong and Shanghai. His son Ben's dealing with Sun Yat San
and a Shanghai mobster Boss Hwang. Ben's granddaughter Mai Lin tells about 1920's Shanghai, Warlords, Japanese invasion, Long March and Civil wars. Lily finds a Tibetan to fight against Dragon Wu and wins.
Charlotte knew her first day at Griffin Sanctuary wasn't going to boring, but when a unicorn without a horn arrives, she realises just how hard it is to look after endangered mythical creatures. - The Unicorn Herd is book one in the modern fantasy Griffin Sanctuary series. It is packed full of adventure, mythical creatures, and an f/f romantic sub-plot.
A tantalising trail of footprints will lead children past touch-and-feel animals in the search for the fluffy unicorn. With bright, appealing illustrations and a surprise flap ending, this series is perfect for young children.
The enchanting, magical sequel to The Black Unicorn and The Gold Unicorn! After several years traveling, Tanaquil — a sorceress like her mother with the ability to mend — returns home only to discover that her true love has been betrothed to her sister, Empress Lizra. Broken-hearted and jealous of her sister’s happiness, Tanaquil is lured by a red unicorn into a mirror
world where she encounters Tanakil, a diabolical version of herself. She discovers also several new powers. Powers she will need to foil Tanakil’s sinister plot of revenge.
Skandar and the Unicorn Thief
Help and Healing from the Heavenly Realms
Unicorns Coloring Books for Kids: Magical Unicorn Coloring Book for Girls, Boys, and Anyone Who Loves Unicorns (70 Unicorns Illustrations)
Pip Bartlett's Guide to Unicorn Training (Pip Bartlett #2)
The Unicorn, the Gorgon and the Manticore (Three Sundays of a Poet)
Legend of the Unicorns
Soar into a breathtaking world of heroes and unicorns as you’ve never seen them before in this fantastical middle grade debut perfect for fans of the Percy Jackson and Eragon series! Skandar Smith has always yearned to leave the Mainland and escape to the secretive Island, where wild unicorns roam free. He’s spent years studying for
his Hatchery exam, the annual test that selects a handful of Mainlander thirteen-year-olds to train to become unicorn riders. But on the day of Skandar’s exam, things go horribly wrong, and his hopes are shattered…until a mysterious figure knocks on his door at midnight, bearing a message: the Island is in peril and Skandar must
answer its call. Skandar is thrust into a world of epic sky battles, dangerous clashes with wild unicorns, and rumors of a shadowy villain amassing a unicorn army. And the closer Skandar grows to his newfound friends and community of riders, the harder it becomes to keep his secrets—especially when he discovers their lives may all be in
graver danger than he ever imagined.
Unicorn Magic teaches you about the true nature of unicorns, why people are now remembering them, and their purpose for returning to this planet at this time. Included in this book are messages, meditations and exercises to help you heal your heart and discover and manifest your soul's purpose. You will find out more about the
psychic children, what they have come to teach us and how healing your heart chakra with these powerful tools can lead to an increase in joy, prosperity and success in your life. You will discover 8 unicorn signs and symbols and how to decode messages in numerology. This book will also teach you how to use past lives as a healing
modality, how to use quantum physics to discover the ultimate nature of reality and how to use hermetics to understand the vibrational qualities of the elementals, including fairies, mermaids, and sylphs. The teachings in this book will transform your life!
A deluxe bind-up featuring all the comics from two different Phoebe and Her Unicorn books: Unicorn Crossing and Unicorn of Many Hats. This dazzling Phoebe and Her Unicorn collection includes all the comics from two previous books, Unicorn Crossing and Unicorn of Many Hats. In these enchanting episodes, Phoebe Howell and her
unicorn BFF, Marigold Heavenly Nostrils, get decked out for Halloween parties, revel in the freedom of unexpected snow days, and even enjoy a spa vacation. They love getting lost on adventures, but if they ever get too far astray, Marigold can always use her horn to get a wireless internet signal. Join this charming—and charmed—duo as
they question the idea of “coolness,” delve into the power of friendship, and make the most of their days together.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Fair Play comes an inspirational guide for setting new personal goals, rediscovering your interests, cultivating creativity, and reclaiming your Unicorn Space. With her acclaimed New York Times bestseller (and Reese’s Book Club pick) Fair Play, Eve Rodsky began a national conversation
about greater equality on the home front. But she soon realized that even when the domestic workload becomes more balanced, people still report something missing in their lives—that is, unless they create and prioritize time for activities that not only fill their calendars but also unleash their creativity. Rodsky calls this vital time
Unicorn Space—the active and open pursuit of creative self-expression in any form that makes you uniquely YOU. To help readers embrace all the unlikely, surprising, and delightful places where their own Unicorn Space may be found, she speaks with trail blazers, thought leaders, academics, and countless real people who have
discovered theirs everywhere—from activism to artistic endeavors to second careers. Rodsky reveals what researchers already know: Creativity is not optional. It’s essential. Though most of us do need to remind ourselves how (and where) to find it. With her trademark mix of research based, how-to advice and big-picture inspirational
thinking, Rodsky shows you a clear path to reclaim your permission to have fun, manifest your own Unicorn Space in an already too-busy life, and unleash your special gifts and undiscovered talents into the world.
My Unicorns and Mermaids Sticker Book
Heart Tears of a Unicorn
The Magic of Unicorns
Find Your Unicorn Space
Fable
Field Guide to Unicorns of North America

Become an expert on the various species of North American Unicornus thanks to this fun, funny, and fascinating field guide! From historical details to identification strategies, you’ll soon be immersed in the world of unicorns that roam the wilds of North America thanks to the scientific, "fact-packed" handbook. Plus, you’ll learn easy, step-by-step
drawing techniques for when you’re out in the wild searching for signs of unicorn presence. Along with unicorn history, popular tales, and scientific information, you’ll be provided with in-depth details about the most popular species of North American unicorns, including: • American Unicorn • Hoary Unicorn • Spiked Bog Pony • Tropical Unicorn •
And more! This field guide is perfect for any lover of these fantastic beasts, no matter if they believe unicorns to be fact or fiction!
This is the first book in the English language to explore the origin and significance of the mythic Chinese unicorn and its influence on later unicorn myths. It proves, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that the Chinese unicorn was not the qilin, but a one-horned female goat-like beast called the zhi (pronounced jhuhr). It also examines the real animals upon
which the myth was based. Its most significant finding, however, is that the unicorn zhi was the ultimate symbol of justice under the law in ancient China. Making judicious use of all available evidence, historical, epigraphical, archaeological, art historical and scientific, this book explains how the myth of the unicorn began in China and then gradually
spread to other parts of Asia and Europe.
In Song of Sorcery, Book 1 of Songs from the Seashell Archives, hearthwitch Maggie Brown met minstrel Colin Songsmith and a unicorn named Moonshine while saving both her sister and the kingdom. All in a quest's work for a girl who can magically do anything she can convince her power is housework. To reward Maggie, the king makes her a
princess, and therefore a good catch for the local noble bachelors. Only problem is, she doesn't want to get married. She wants to be with Moonshine, whose Unicorn Creed, as he understands it, forbids him to consort with anyone except a chaste maiden. It's rather a touchy situation, and so Princess Maggie abandons her crown and with Moonshine,
she and Colin set out to see if they can find a loophole in Moonshine's creed. Of course, in the process they have to try to save the land of Argonia again, this time from a were-man, a revolutionary nymph, a town's worth of zombies, an ice worm and an evil wizard.
Discover how unicorns create a magical aura around everything they touch with this illustrated guided journal. Inside this book are writing prompts, to-do lists, and doodling pages that encourage readers to experience the world as a unicorn does—sometimes all you need to do is show off your horn and let your radiance shine! Each page offers a
different way for readers to express themselves, whether by making an ornamental horn, compiling a healthy-living checklist, or recording magical dreams. Journaling is a relaxing activity for all ages, and this whimsical approach to tough life situations helps readers keep things in perspective. Be like a unicorn and welcome the magic into your life.
The Dragon and the Unicorn
Your Step-by-Step Guide to Starting and Running a Successful - and Magical! - Unicorn Farm
China Unicorn Memoirs
The Unicorn Hunt
A White Unicorn and a Blue Butterfly
The Perilous Order of Camelot, Volume One

This book comes from personal experience, both as a long time timeshare owner and from selling vacation ownership. What prompted this book? Well, for too many years I have listened to too many people whom, for whatever reasons have a negative impression about the timeshare
or vacation ownership industry. As an owner I inevitably found myself asking them why. The reasons varied from "they do not work" to "we cannot afford it." For those folks this book will open your eyes. The second reason was for all those owners who honestly do not have a
clue as to what they own. I wanted to let people understand something that they did not already know or have simply forgotten. Having been a timeshare owner for over twenty-five years I understand, and have experienced, the public perception of the industry. I have also
seen it change dramatically during that time. However, it was during my first few years in Mexico when I sold timeshare that I came to understand, and appreciate, the real public perception of the industry. From these experiences I realized that the industry could use a
simple "how to" and "why" book. The book is written in a simple, straight forward manner that is easy to understand. The book covers the history, marketplace, the players, the IN's and Out's of attending a sales presentation, of buying one -- good and bad, legislation and
much more. A quick, easy read it contains personal stories and antidotes, and easy, self awareness quizzes for you to do. By the end you will know whether or not timeshare is right for your lifestyle.
A comprehensive yet easy companion on how unicorn spirit guides can help us on our Ascension journey. Discover how to connect with your unicorn guides: raise your vibration, advance on your ascension path, and attract more love, light, healing and happiness. Unicorns are
beings of the angelic realms who are returning to Earth to aid us on our path to ascension. They bring messages of hope and remind us to stay positive as we prepare for a golden future. Diana Cooper, world-renowned angel, ascension and Atlantis expert, has been
communicating with unicorns for over a decade, and showing others how to connect with these beings. In this book, she teaches you how to: · connect with your unicorn and recognize the signs of its presence · call unicorns into your dreams and learn to interpret their
messages · work with your unicorn to heal your personal, family and ancestral karma · discover your soul purpose and invoke your unicorn to illuminate it · create a unicorn crystal grid for blessings and healing Through the meditations, visualizations and journalling
exercises included in each chapter, you will become attuned to the unicorns' light energy and begin to see positive shifts in your life.
Leola thought she had the answers to her past, but soon discovers that's not the case. When mysterious presents keep showing up, Leola and her mates know that something isn't right. But the truth behind the situation turns out to be even stranger than they originally
thought. Leola will do everything she can to protect her family, especially now they have a cub of their own. Can she figure out who is behind the perceived threats? Or is it too late... - Unicorn Truth is the third and final book in a steamy paranormal reverse harem
romance featuring three hot mountain lion shifters and one rare brown unicorn.
The Dark Forces are rising, they are becoming stronger at every turn. except a major plan is in motion and the mysterious Spector is the key. What happened to Grey and Quinn, what evil scheme are the Dark Forces planning, will Whitney, Grant, Rayia, and Cherri fulfill
their destinies along with Grey and Quinn. Find out in the second book of the Battle of the Legends series Fable awaits.
The Unicorn Treasury
Unicorns' Opal
Red Unicorn
The Wonder of Unicorns
Unicorn Academy Nature Magic #1: Lily and Feather
How to Manifest Your Desires by Living a Life of Divine Love
"Includes the rainbow-filled principles for unicornomics!"
When an innocent human virgin meets the king of the unicorn herd, it's not just legends that come true. Ivan Brusilov goes to Unconventional to get a drink and let off some steam. Little does he realize he'll be meeting his destiny when he walks in. Carney Ferguson goes to the paranormal bar
to celebrate his twenty-fifth birthday. Maybe he's looking for some fun as well, considering he's still a virgin. He doesn't like admitting it, but when he meets Ivan, he discovers that being a virgin can bring opportunities that being experienced might not. As the unicorn king and the virgin
begin to fall in love, there are darker forces working behind the scenes to take advantage of the unicorn legends for their own evil purpose. Neither Ivan nor Carney are safe alone, but together, they just might be strong enough to keep Ivan alive.
They call themselves the Alcea Rangers. Two fisherboys from Lorgo, a mage boy and his mage girlfriend from Trekum, and a mysterious girl from nowhere, these are the Collapse Children who dare to change the world. One of them is heir to the throne of Alcea. Another is a descendent of the Dark
One, who must use the Sword of Heavens to destroy the evil sorcerer. Which two of these Collapse Children are actually the Children of the Ancient Prophecy is unknown.
A magic pendant, a mystical unicorn, and a race to rescue it from the fairy folk before it's too late... Glenna's life is anything but ordinary. The daughter of Renaissance festival vendors, Glenna's days are filled with magic and medieval reenactments as she travels the faire circuit with her
family. Then one day, Glenna's life changes forever. With the help of a pendant, she discovers Otherworld. An enchanted realm, Otherworld is the land in which all of the myths and magic woven by the Renaissance players comes to life! When Glenna stumbles across an injured unicorn in the woods,
she knows she must do all she can to help it. But as Glenna soon learns, there's something quite different about this unicorn. It's unlike any unicorn the residents of Otherworld have ever seen, and the fairy folk are determined to keep it for themselves. Can Glenna discover the secret of the
unicorn? Can she rescue it before the fairy folk ensnare it? And perhaps most importantly, can she juggle both her life in the real world and her life in Otherworld without damaging either? If you like strong female characters, dangerous quests, and epic journeys through vivid lands of
imagination, you'll love Legend of the Unicorns. Perfect for fans of Diana Wynne Jones, Michael Buckley, and Chris Colfer. Buy Legend of the Unicorns today!
Where's My Unicorn?
Stories, Poems, and Unicorn Lore
Merdale
The Unicorn Said Yes
Claire and the Unicorn Happy Ever After
The Lion and Unicorn Quest

Fun-filled first sticker books with coloring, stickers, and card press-out pages included.
Once Upon A Time, a little girl called Claire and her stuffed unicorn, Capricorn, were very fond of fairy tales. Every night Claire's father read them stories of frog princes and fairy princesses, and every night every character lived happily ever after. Then one evening, just as a story came to its close, Claire suddenly wondered:
What, exactly, makes someone happy forever? It was a question to answer as she slept. So Claire hugged Capricorn, and together they drifted into a dreamland adventure....
Embrace the magic of unicorns and find your sparkle with this extraordinary book on rediscovering wonder and happiness. From their historical and modern significance to the two types of unicorn encounters you can experience, Llewellyn's Little Book of Unicorns is packed with ways to find inspiration, heightened creativity, and the
playful source of your joy. In this book, you'll find: The historical significance of these fabled creatures and their appeal in modern times The two forms of unicorn encounters: Seeing vs Living The appearance and characteristics of unicorns and what they mean for you personally A new understanding of the imagination Tools that
unicorn energy uses to get your attention: self-reflection, synchronicity, magnified moments, imagination, beauty, dreams, passions, personal quirks, and your unicorn people Additional unicorn tools of vibrance: color, rainbows, and crystals How to be awake to the magic through the practice of mindfulness What it means to believe
Guidance on the practice of decluttering and why it's important How to find where your sparkle is stuck and reclaim it Practice in learning to be playful again Attention to shadow and how to attend to those darker aspects of self Chakra and energy work through the lens of the unicorn What it means to "Call in the Unicorn" Llewellyn's
Little Book of Unicorns features a variety of methods to connect with unicorn energy, including your imagination, crystals, dreams, chakras, your passions and personal quirks, and the unicorn-like people in your life. Discover what makes you shine from the inside-out, even in the face of difficult life challenges. Through engaging
exercises and spiritual techniques, this fun, practical book helps you live your most amazing life.
Be My Unicorn!! Does your kid love Unicorns? Your kid will have hours of fun and entertainment with this huge number of adorable images for all kinds of Unicorns Why You Will Love This Book Relaxing Coloring Pages. Every page you color will pull you into a relaxing world where your responsibilities will seem to fade away...
Beautiful Illustrations. We've included over 80 unique images for you to express your creativity and make masterpieces. Which colors will you choose for this book? Single-sided Pages. Every image is placed on its own page to reduce the bleed-through problem found in other coloring books. Great for All Skill Levels. You can color
every page however you want and there is no wrong way to color (even if you are a beginner). A unique coloring Unicorns book from the imagination for boys or girls of all ages each of the 70 original works of art has been rendered so that you can create your own masterpieces. This is a PEACE (and happiness) coloring book for
children of all ages, even the little ones will enjoy the images and finding the right colors!. This is a great buy for a little southern boy or girl.
Book Five of the House of Niccolo
Unicorn Magic
The Mythic Chinese Unicorn
The Official Handbook for Unicorn Enthusiasts of All Ages
A Journal Celebrating Magical Living
Two Books in One!
A guide to engage with the majesty and wisdom of unicorn energy • Reveals the role of unicorns in our soul evolvement today as well as in legends and myths and explains how they open our hearts, offer protection and support, and inspire us to choose actions for the highest benefit of all • Provides many exercises, meditations, ceremonies, dream work practices, and games to help you consciously connect with your unicorn,
raise your energetic level, and spiritually progress on your journey to enlightenment • Shares anecdotes and real-life stories of people meeting unicorns and experiencing their energy Fully of the angelic realms, unicorns live in the seventh dimension, the seventh heaven. These beautiful creatures are aspects of the divine, in the same way angels are. While angels work through the heart, unicorns work with the soul and help
you fulfill your pre-life contracts through their energy. In The Wonder of Unicorns Diana Cooper explains ancient myths and legends of these amazing energetic beings from a higher spiritual perspective. Who are they, these seventh-dimensional creatures of myth and magic? Where do they stand in the angelic hierarchy and what is their role with regard to us humans? How can you meet and engage with them as an
individual? These magical beings of light, absent from the Earth for many centuries, are now returning to guide humanity on their spiritual path. Prevalent in the times of Atlantis, unicorns open hearts through bringing in joy, wisdom, and healing. They offer protection and support and inspire us to choose actions for the highest benefit of all. Consciously connecting and working with your unicorn will enable you to raise
your energetic level and assist you on your journey to enlightenment. Create a unicorn humming ball, engage in a unicorn healing, or join in dream work with your unicorn. Whether aspiring to help the world at large or simply improve a small corner of it, enlightenment seekers can apply the meditations, rituals, ceremonies, and games featured in this book to unleash the great abilities of these elusive spirit guides. With
wonderful real life stories and anecdotes from people who have seen and experienced unicorns first hand, The Wonder of Unicorns is a book to inspire and empower you on your spiritual path.
With the bravura storytelling and pungent authenticity of detail she brought to her acclaimed Lymond Chronicles, Dorothy Dunnett, grande dame of the historical novel, presents The House of Niccolo series. The time is the 15th century, when intrepid merchants became the new knighthood of Europe. Among them, none is bolder or more cunning than Nicholas vander Poele of Bruges, the good-natured dyer's apprentice who
schemes and swashbuckles his way to the helm of a mercantile empire. Scotland, 1468: a nation at the edge of Europe, a civilization on the threshold of the Modern Age. Merchants, musicians, politicians, and pageantry fill the court of King James III. In its midst, Nicholas seeks to avenge his bride's claim that she carries the bastard of his archenemy, Simon St. Pol. When she flees before Nicholas can determine whether or
not the rumored child is his own—or exists at all—Nicholas gives chase. So begins the deadly game of cat and mouse that will lead him from the infested cisterns of Cairo to the misted canals of Venice at carnival. Breathlessly paced, sparkling with wit. The Unicorn Hunt confirms Dorothy Dunnett as the genre's finest practitioner.
Orchestra parts available for rent. For more information contact rental@alfred.com or visit www.alfred.com/rental.
The Unicorn
Unicorns Don't Wear Shoes
Published by the Boston Athletic Association for Its Members
A Novel
2nd Edition
The Lady and the Unicorn
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